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Abstract. As global technology competition intensifies, identifying technology opportu-
nities in a rapidly changing market environment has become an indispensable factor in
the survival of enterprise. There have been many studies on technology opportunities,
but most of the studies did not consider internal capabilities of the enterprise or exclude
entry barriers to the recommended technology opportunities. Therefore, this study pro-
poses a methodology for analyzing internal capabilities through a patent portfolio held by
the enterprise and recommending feasible technology opportunities in terms of technology
themes and judging suitability for recommended technology themes by considering entry
barriers and technical trends. The results of this study are expected to be helpful for
business decision making such as expansion of business area or change of business area
by recommending relevant and new technology opportunities.
Keywords: Topic modeling, Collaborative filtering, Topic trends, Technology themes,
Technology opportunity discovery

1. Introduction. Recently, due to the intensification of global technology competition,
it has become necessary to discover new technology opportunities in order to survive in
a rapidly changing market environment and to gain competitive advantage in the market
[1]. Since these efforts are the basis for continuous growth as well as for the survival of
enterprises, various methods have been proposed by many researchers to discover new
technology opportunities. Previous studies have focused on the products owned by the
enterprise to identify the technology opportunities [2,3]. However, in order to realize tech-
nological innovation, priority should be given to technology that can produce products
rather than the products. In this sense, patent data is the most useful document to de-
scribe the characteristics of the technology. However, even in the case of using patent
data, some previous studies identify technology opportunities by utilizing only Interna-
tional Patent Classification (IPC) or patent citation information [4]. However, IPC and
patent citation information are so wide that it is difficult to identify specific technology
opportunities. In addition, although identifying technology opportunities, they have not
verified whether the discovered technologies are suitable as technology opportunities [5].
If so, there is a risk that the discovered technology field is already in the red ocean, or
that it has been turned over by the global market trends. Therefore, in this study, we
propose a methodology for recommending new technology opportunities in terms of tech-
nology themes through quantitative analysis in consideration of internal capabilities by
conducting text mining based on the patent portfolio of enterprise. In addition, we verify
that the technology is suitable as an opportunity and finally recommend it to the target
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enterprise. The results of this study are expected to contribute to the decision making of
business expansion and business area changing by discovering new technology opportuni-
ties which are related but not possessed by the enterprise. The organization of this study
is as follows. We present an overview of the groundwork in Section 2. The methodology
is described in Section 3 and a case study is conducted in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes and summarizes this study, and presents future research directions.

2. Groundwork.

2.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Topic modeling is a probabilistic model that
estimates topics that are latent in a document. The topic is estimated by clustering words
having similar meanings in consideration of the occurrence frequency and relevance of the
words in the document. The most widely used model of topic modeling is the LDA model.
The LDA model is a topic modeling method that extracts a set of words constituting a
topic by calculating the probability that words will be included in a specific topic using
the Dirichlet distribution based on the words forming the document, assuming that all
the documents are composed of a set of topics [6].

Figure 1. LDA model

Figure 1 shows the process of the LDA model. The LDA model is composed of the
number of documents (M), the number of words per document (N), the word (w) in
the document, topic (z), the ratio of a topic (θ), parameter (α) for the Dirichlet prior
probability of topics distribution and parameter (β) for the Dirichlet posterior probability
of words distribution in a topic [7]. Figure 1 shows a generative probabilistic model for
creating a document by selecting topics and words from (α) and (β). Topic modeling is a
technique for estimating a topic from a written document by going through this process
in the reverse direction. LDA-based studies have mainly focused on analyzing research
trends related to science and technology by utilizing patent data forecasting technology
using topic based patent analysis [8] and identifying trends of convergence technology by
using topic modeling and cross-impact analysis [9]. In this study, we use the LDA model
to obtain technology information from patent data held by enterprise. Topics extracted
from patent data using topic modeling are defined as ‘technology themes’. Because the
topics are key words in the documents, the technology themes are also the key words
in patent documents. In other words, the technology theme is a concept that describes
in detail the technology that an enterprise has. These technology themes contain more
detail data about technology information than IPC or patent citation information. This
study uses the LDA model that was performed by R to obtain technology information of
the enterprise.

2.2. Collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering is a technique for predicting the
preference of a target customer for a specific product by comparing the products preferred
by customers using the matrix shown in Figure 2, assuming that customers with simi-
lar product preferences will have similar preferences for other products [10]. It suggests
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products suitable for the target customers through this assumption. It is also possible
to convert preferences to binary values for product purchase, and to recommend prod-
ucts based on what products are purchased by customers. Therefore, many collaborative
filtering-based studies have been conducted to recommend customized products or con-
tents including developing a recommendation system that places or activities that utilize
user-based mobile information [11] and proposing a personalized news recommendation
system based on click behaviors [12].

Figure 2. Collaborative filtering process

2.3. Topic trends. Topic trends is a method to analyze the change trend of topics by
period, and a topic with a high rate of increase is defined as a ‘hot topic’ and a topic
with a high rate of decrease is defined as a ‘cold topic’ [13] such as finding topic trends
in digital libraries [14]. In this study, we analyze the topic trends by year and verify that
the recommended technology themes are appropriate as technical opportunities. If the
trend shows a decrease, the technology theme is excluded from the technology opportunity
candidates.

3. Methodology. The study proposes a methodology to recommend technology themes
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Conceptual framework for recommending technology themes
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3.1. Searching internal technology themes based on target enterprise’s patent
portfolio. The first step is searching the internal technology themes based on the capa-
bilities of the target enterprise. Patent data of the target enterprise is collected to search
the internal technology information. After that, extract the summary of the patent data
and construct the corpus to conduct the LDA. In this case, the topics extracted through
the LDA are defined as the internal technology themes.

3.2. Searching external technology themes based on similar enterprise’s patent
portfolio. The second step is finding enterprises similar to the target enterprise and
searching external technology themes related to the technologies possessed by the similar
enterprises. First, we search patents based on the internal technology themes searched in
Section 3.1, and the applicants of the patents are extracted and defined as similar enter-
prises. After that, we collect the summary of patent data held by the similar enterprises,
construct the corpus, and perform the LDA for each enterprise. The topics extracted
through the LDA are defined as external technology themes.

3.3. Recommending new technology themes using collaborative filtering. The
third step is recommending external technology themes that are new to the target en-
terprise through collaborative filtering. In this study, we define a customer as a similar
enterprise, an item as a technology theme, and assign 1 if the enterprise owns the cor-
responding technology theme, or assign a 0 to construct a transaction matrix. And the
transaction matrix is used to find similar enterprises and get technology opportunities. In
order to generate the transaction matrix, the similarity between the internal technology
themes and the external technology themes is calculated, and the external technology
themes with high similarity to the internal technology themes are regarded as the same
as the internal technology themes. Then, the similarity between the external technology
themes with low similarity to the internal technology themes is also calculated, and repeat
the process of reducing the dimension by combining similar external technology themes
to finally generate a formalized transaction matrix as shown in Figure 4.

If the collaborative filtering is performed using the transaction matrix shown in Figure
4, the technology themes that the target enterprise does not possess will be recommended.

Figure 4. Transaction matrix
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3.4. Judging the suitability of the recommended technology themes. The fourth
step is analyzing the topic trends in order to find out which of the technology themes rec-
ommended through collaborative filtering in the third step are the suitable technology
fields in the current global market trend. If the recommended technology theme does not
follow the current global market trend, then the technology theme is not a technology op-
portunity. Therefore, we perform topic trend technique to verify if there is a possibility of
growth of the recommended technology theme. In this study, we search the recommended
technology theme by year and create a linear trend formula with the number of patents
retrieved. Then, the linear trend coefficient of the linear trend formula is defined as a
Trend Index (TI). Also, if TI is negative, the technology theme is not likely to grow and
is excluded from the technology opportunity candidate by assigning 0 to TI. However,
some of the technology opportunity candidates may be showing an increasing trend due
to intensified competition in technology. In other words, even if the topic trend shows an
increase, it may be because it is a field where competition is already overheated. Thus, it
is necessary to identify the entry barriers of the recommended technology theme by using
the transaction matrix created in the previous step. Therefore, in this study, we identify
the number of enterprises that have recommended technology themes as compared to the
total number of similarity enterprises in the transaction matrix, and the higher the ratio
is, the higher the entry barriers are. Therefore, the reciprocal of the ratio described above
is defined as Entry Barrier Index (EBI) as shown in Equation (1). Finally, the value ob-
tained by multiplying TI by EBI is defined as Suitability Index (SI) as shown in Equation
(2), and the higher the SI is, the more suitable it is as a technology opportunity for the
target enterprise. Additionally, if SI is less than 1, it is determined that it is not suitable
as a technology opportunity, and it is finally excluded in the candidate for technology
opportunity.

Total number of similarity enterprises in the transaction matrix

The number of enterprises that have recommended technology themes
(1)

Suitability Index (SI) = Trend Index (TI) × Entry Barrier Index (EBI) (2)

4. Case Study.

4.1. Searching internal technology themes based on target enterprise’s patent
portfolio. In this study, we perform a case study to explore the practical applicability
of the proposed methodology. We select a target enterprise called ‘A.motor’. And we
collect A.motor’s 4,752 patent summary data registered in United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) during 2011 and 2016. We search the patent data from
KIPRIS (http://www.kipris.or.kr). And then, by performing LDA, we extract 80 topics
and create the patent retrieval query with combination of top 5 terms being high weight
in 10 terms of constituting the topic. These topics are defined as internal technology
themes and Table 1 is an example for showing a part of patent retrieval query.

Table 1. Part of the patent retrieval query

Topic 1
airbag cushion inflator gas passenger
pad bag deployed collision vent

Topic 2
moving units clamping cart common

jig vehicles clamp types running
Patent retrieval ((airbag and cushion and inflator and gas and passenger) or

query (moving and units and clamping and cart and common))
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4.2. Searching external technology themes based on similar enterprise’s patent
portfolio. We collect patent data through the query created in step 4.1. And the data are
classified by the applicant. Then, we retrieved a total of 727 applicants based on the query
generated in 4.1, and extract 52 applicants with more than 10 common technology themes.
These applicants are defined as similar enterprises. We retrieve 208,060 patent data from
52 similar enterprises and extract 4,160 external technology themes by performing a new
LDA.

4.3. Recommending new technology themes using collaborative filtering. We
use Python’s Gensim library to calculate the similarity between internal and external
technology themes. If the similarity is more than ‘0.69’, it is considered to be the same as
the internal technology theme. (0.69 is the average of similarities between the most similar
technology themes.) After that, we repeat the process of calculating the similarity of the
other external technology themes and merging similar external technology to reduce the
number of dimensions of the transaction matrix. As a result, we compress 4,160 external
technology themes to 225. The adjusted transaction matrix is shown in Table 2. And
10 external technology themes are recommended using collaborative filtering as shown in
Table 3.

Table 2. Part of the transaction matrix

ex220 ex221 ex222 ex223 ex224 ex225
se47 0 0 0 0 0 0
se48 0 0 1 1 0 0
se49 1 0 1 0 1 0
se50 0 0 1 1 0 1
se51 0 1 0 0 1 0
se52 0 0 0 1 0 1

Table 3. Recommended list

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
TE ex37 ex57 ex44 ex12 ex07 ex23 ex22 ex18 ex42 ex43

4.4. Judging the suitability of the recommended technology themes. In order to
judge whether the technology themes recommended in step 4.3 are suitable as technology
opportunities, we identify the number of patent data searched for each year based on the
recommended technology theme. Then, we calculate the TI and EBI of the recommended
10 external technology themes (Table 4). Finally, it is judged that 6 external technology
theme with SI more than 1 is suitable as technology opportunities. As a result, it can be
seen that ‘A.motor’ needs to develop technology for smart car by combining ex22, ex37
and ex57 and the combination of ex12, ex44, and ex07 confirms the need for eco-friendly
car development.

5. Conclusion. In this study, we propose a new technology themes recommendation
method based on internal capabilities of enterprise. By extracting technology themes
using the LDA technique, we can get technology themes, which is more detailed informa-
tion than IPC or patent citation information. Moreover, by using collaborative filtering
technique, it is possible to calculate the cosine similarity by vectorizing the technology
themes possessed by similar enterprises, so that a customized recommendation system can
be applied. Also, it is possible to recommend unexpected external technology fields. It
is a similar company, but it may have a completely different technology theme. In other
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Table 4. Result of calculating TI, EBI and SI

Recommended
TI EBI SI Remarks

external technology theme
ex22 32.43 2.60 84.32
ex07 13.26 2.36 31.33
ex57 7.89 3.47 27.34
ex12 2.74 2.89 7.92
ex44 2.80 2.36 6.62
ex37 1.51 2.60 3.94
ex23 0.31 1.93 0.61
ex18 0.00 2.08 0.00 (−0.0857)
ex42 0.00 2.36 0.00 (−1.6571)
ex43 0.00 2.74 0.00 (−1.7429)

words, by identifying the unique technology fields possessed by similar enterprises, we can
identify unexpected technology opportunities. Therefore, in this study, we use collabo-
rative filtering technique to find more suitable and potential technology opportunities.
Finally, this study suggests using the topic trend technique to increase the reliability of
recommended technology opportunities by analyzing the degree of competition for the
recommended technology which is not reflected in the previous studies. As a result, it
is anticipated that it will be possible to provide a way to reduce effort, time and cost
in expanding a new business area or technical planning of an enterprise. Despite the
contributions of this study, challenges for future research still remain. First, in order to
construct the adjusted transaction matrix, we repeat the process of reducing the dimen-
sion by calculating the similarity between the internal technology themes and the external
technology themes. In this case, as the number of similar enterprises increases, the num-
ber of times to calculate similarity increases exponentially. Therefore, future research
should propose a way to appropriately limit the number of similar enterprises. Second,
the element value of the transaction matrix for using collaborative filtering can be only 0
or 1 according to the existence of the technology themes. Therefore, even if an enterprise
has a technology theme, it is difficult to understand what the technology focuses on, so
it is naturally difficult to fully reflect the actual internal capabilities of the enterprise.
Therefore, if the preference analysis is performed by reflecting the weights of technol-
ogy themes in the future research, it will be possible to find more suitable technology
opportunities based on the internal capabilities of the enterprise.
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